### Amendment to Solicitation/Modification of Contract

**2. Amendment/Modification No.**
300

**3. Effective Date**
September 12, 2012

**4. Requisition/Purchase Req. No.**
NA27344

**5. Project No. (if applicable)**

**6. Issued By**
U.S. Department of Energy/NNSA SC M&O Contract Support Division
P.O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, NM 87185-5400

**7. Administered By (if other than Item 6)**
U.S. Department of Energy/NNSA Livermore Site Office M/S L-293
7000 East Avenue
Livermore, CA 94550

**8. Name and Address of Contractor (No., street, country, State, and Zip Code)**
Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory M/S L-294
7000 East Avenue
Livermore, CA 94550

**9. Amendment of Solicitation No.**

**10. Dated (see Item 11)**
May 8, 2007

### Accounting and Appropriation Data (If Required)

**see attached**

### This Item Only Applies to Amendments of Solicitations

The above numbered solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of offers is extended. Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or as amended by one of the following methods: (a) By completing Items 8 and 25, and returning ___ copies of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer submitted; or (c) By separate letter or telegram which includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. If by virtue of this amendment you desire to change an offer already submitted, such change may be made by telegram or letter, provided each telegram or letter makes reference to the solicitation and this amendment, and is received prior to the opening hour and date specified.

### This Item Applies Only to Modifications of Contracts/Orders

If modifies the contract/order no. as described in Item 14.

A. The change order is issued pursuant to: (Specify authority) The changes set forth in Item 14 are made in contract/order no. in Item 16A.

B. The above numbered contract/order is modified to reflect the administrative changes (such as changes in paying office, appropriation data, etc.) set forth in Item 14, pursuant to the authority of FAR 43.103 (b).

C. This supplemental agreement is entered into pursuant to authority of:

- Clause H-19 Modification Authority, Clause I-120 changes, and Mutual Agreement

D. Other (Specify type of modification and authority)

### Important:
Contractor ___ is not, ___ is required to sign this document and return ___ copies to the issuing office.

### Description of Amendment/Modification

The purpose of this modification is to incorporate changes into Sections B to H as described on the following pages.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document referenced in Item 9A or 10A, as heretofore changed, remains unchanged and in full force and effect.

**15. Name and Title of Signer (Type or print)**
Paul Rosenkoetter, Director, Prime Contract Management

**15A. Date Signed**
9/14/12

**16. Name and Title of Contracting Officer (Type or print)**
Ronna Promani, Contracting Officer
U.S. Department of Energy/NNSA

**16A. Date Signed**
9/17/2012

**16B. United States of America**

30-105

STD 180-1005

STANDARD FORM 30
The following changes are hereby incorporated into the contract:

1. Clause B-2 is changed as follows:

   Paragraph (e) (2) is changed to add the Estimated Cost and Fee for Reimbursable Work in the amount of $326,975,000 for the period of 01Oct12 to 30Sep13.

2. Clause B-9999 is changed to add the funding reductions for work authorizations AT/NS50/9/ARRA-1 Rev 3, KJ/NS50/0/ARRA-1 Rev 2, and KJ/NS50/0/ARRA-2 Rev 3ARRA-2.

3. Clause H-6 is changed as follows:

   Paragraph (c), the table is changed to add the cost estimate of “$2,332,209” and Mod# “300” to the contract period 10/01/2012-09/30/2013.

4. All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.
Inzerilla, Darlene M.

From: Inzerilla, Darlene M.
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 2:29 PM
To: Gloconda, Thomas F.; Albright, Parney; Alston, Frances; Bono, James A.; Boyd, Donald M.; Bruner, William W.; Crawford, Dona; Ehlenbach, Paul J.; Goldstein, Bill; Goodwin, Bruce T.; Hurd, Merna M.; Johnson, Stephen A.; Koonce, Buck; Lane, Monya A.; Lewis, John E.; Moses, Ed; Murphy, Dennis W.; Peterson, Barbara L.; Ramponi, Al; Robinson, Richard S.; Rosenkoetter, Paul E.; Schafer, Paul T.; Warner, Bruce; Baker, Katheryn R.; Wheeler, William M.; Suski, Greg; Breyer, Renee; Soderstrom, Lynn; Ryan, Michelle Autumn; 'Promani, Ronna'; Williamson, Homer
Cc: Hermes, Kathy A.; Rollins-Perry, Denetris M.; Francis, Dawn S.; Johnston, Trey; Park, Robert A.; Zevanove, Steve; Dixon, Laura J.; McAneney, Cindy; Offringa, Peter J.; Winter, Laura J.; Inzerilla, Darlene M.
Subject: Delegaton of Authority - Paul Rosenkoetter

Message from Paul Rosenkoetter...

I will be out of the office Friday, September 14 through Friday, September 28, 2012.

During my absence, I am delegating all responsibility and authority to:
- Trey Johnston for PCMO
- Cindy McAneney for the LLNS office

Paul Rosenkoetter

Darlene M. Inzerilla
Prime Contract Management Office
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
7000 East Avenue, L-019
Livermore, CA 94550-9234
(925) 422-6453/Phone
(925) 423-8746/Fax